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Introduction
Dear colleagues and friends,

The pace of change in the neurosciences is staggering, despite the challenges of the pandemic. At OHSU, we're comfortable with setting that pace as we embrace innovation and challenge the status quo. Our focus on health and sciences creates a unique environment where new ideas take root and barriers continue to be broken.

Throughout the past year of pandemic fluctuations, our faculty provided leading-edge clinical care. Our latest innovation is bringing incisionless neurosurgery to Oregon as a surgical option for essential tremor.

Internally, we created an unprecedented multidisciplinary network to diagnose and treat peripheral nerve disorders and injuries — the OHSU Nerve Center. Externally, we provided collaborative leadership in creating consensus guidelines in pituitary disease, progressive supranuclear palsy and neurosurgical education.

Our research has a track record of transforming human health locally and globally. A few recent highlights include creating new preclinical models for movement disorders, investigating factors affecting outcomes in traumatic brain injury and setting new timelines for follow-up of incidental pituitary adenomas.

Through all this work, we are also educating the next generation of physicians, surgeons and researchers as well as improving diversity in medicine.

We are honored to share with you some annual highlights of how the OHSU Brain Institute is delivering breakthroughs for better health.

Sincerely,

Helmi Lutsep, M.D., FAAN, FAHA
Interim Chair and Professor, Neurology

Nathan R. Selden, M.D., Ph.D., FACS, FAAP
Campagna Chair and Professor, Neurological Surgery
Oregon’s only public academic health center

Based in Portland, we have more than 1 million patient visits each year. We operate the top-ranked adult and children's hospitals in Oregon, and secure competitive research funding of nearly $400 million. As a public corporation serving the best interests of Oregon and the region, we also provide services to the most vulnerable Oregonians as well as outreach that improves health in communities across the state.

Research

$586M OHSU award dollars
$129M+ Funding focused on clinical trials
100/201 In 2021, OHSU disclosed 100 new inventions and filed 201 patent applications.
Top 20 Innovation Ranking OHSU placed in the top 20 of Nature’s Index 2017 Innovation ranking, which measures the quality and quantity of research by institutions and universities worldwide.

Education

OHSU helps educate over 5,400 students and trainees each year.

Community service

OHSU has more than 200 community health care programs, reaching out to vulnerable groups in urban areas as well as underserved rural communities throughout the state. In 2021, OHSU had a community benefit contribution of $522 million.

Facilities and employees

19,136 Employees
400 acres OHSU owns and leases space beyond its campuses. Altogether, OHSU occupies more than 8.7 million square feet on about 400 acres.
About the OHSU Brain Institute

The OHSU Brain Institute is internationally recognized for its work in neuroscience, translational research and clinical studies, and provides the most comprehensive care for neurological conditions in our region.

Physicians

59 Neurology clinical faculty
17 Neurology fellows
20 Neurological surgery clinical faculty
03 Neurological surgery fellows

Research and funding

300+ Neuroscience researchers
$124M Current neuroscience research funding

Accreditations and recognitions

Ranked as a top 50 hospital for adult and pediatric neurology and neurosurgery by U.S. News & World Report.
DNV GL Comprehensive Stroke Center
Level 4 Comprehensive Epilepsy Center (Adult and Pediatric)
One of 33 NIH Alzheimer's Disease Centers in the country

Partnerships and clinical collaborations

As Oregon’s only academic medical center, we work with hospitals around the state to expand exceptional care to patients in their home communities.

Pediatric neurological surgery
Legacy-Randall Children’s Hospital, Portland
Shriners Hospital for Children, Portland

Adult neurological surgery
OHSU Health Hillsboro Medical Center
VA Portland Health Care System

Adult neurology
OHSU Health Hillsboro Medical Center
Adventist Health Portland
St. Charles Medical Center, Bend
VA Portland Health Care System
OHSU Stroke Telemedicine Network
Neurological surgery
OHSU has long been at the forefront of surgical interventions for movement disorders, including pioneering asleep deep brain stimulation (DBS) in 2011. In 2021, we took another leap forward by becoming the only resource between San Francisco and Seattle for focused ultrasound, an incisionless neurosurgery for the treatment of essential tremor and tremor-dominant Parkinson’s disease.

“Tremor is not life threatening, but it can take away people's independence and quality of life,” said Ahmed Raslan, M.D., FAANS, clinical director of the focused ultrasound program. “As a neurosurgeon, I’m excited to provide an alternative that can have such a meaningful impact without the standard surgical risks. This technology joins our existing spectrum of interventions for people who struggle with daily living tasks due to tremor.”

Currently, OHSU offers this procedure for patients with essential tremor or tremor-dominant Parkinson’s disease. Essential tremor is the most common movement disorder in the U.S., with an estimated 10 million people affected.

The brain is a high target area of research opportunity for focused ultrasound. As the only academic research center in our region, OHSU is developing clinical trials for additional applications of focused ultrasound in neurosurgery.

**Focused ultrasound procedure**

During the procedure, the patient wears a helmet fixed to a stereotactic frame. Through the helmet, cold water circulates around the scalp. To keep the patient motionless, pins secure the helmet. Our team provides a local anesthetic to patients for the placement of the pins. Patients are awake and responsive during the procedure.

The surgeon uses low-energy sonication to pinpoint the target, typically the ventral intermediate nucleus. This is a gradual, stop-start process that requires feedback and testing with the patient (e.g., drawing spirals or raising arms) to assess tremor improvement throughout the treatment. The surgeon also receives real-time feedback about temperature changes in the brain.

To ablate the target tissue, beams of ultrasonic sound pass through the scalp and skull, converging to create a tiny, discrete lesion. Patients see the improvement in tremor immediately.
About focused ultrasound

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Most patients have 70–80% improvement in tremor within the same day of the procedure.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>Overnight hospital stay or potentially outpatient. Most patients return to normal activity within a week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor medication</td>
<td>Medication is weaned following surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side effects</td>
<td>Rare but possible side effects include temporary skin irritation, nausea and vomiting, weakness or imbalance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrence</td>
<td>Tremor may recur in 15–20% of patients, but the procedure can be repeated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MR imaging provides real-time data during the procedure. OHSU is the only Oregon hospital to offer focused ultrasound for essential tremor and tremor-dominant Parkinson’s disease. (Photo credit: Insightec)
Movement disorders
Researchers at OHSU joined a consortium of neurodegeneration specialists in North America to create a consensus document in 2021 on best practices around progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP). Contributors from OHSU included Marian Dale, M.D., M.C.R., and Martina Mancini, Ph.D., both assistant professors of neurology, and Jenny Wilhelm, D.P.T., NCS.

PSP is a rare but deadly disease, affecting six in 100,000 people with death in an average of seven years from its onset. Dale, who is also the director of the OHSU CurePSP Center of Care, highlights the ongoing challenges facing patients with PSP and their providers.

"We think it's underdiagnosed," she said. "The symptoms of PSP get confused with Parkinson's disease, but the pathology is closer to Alzheimer's disease. It can take a long time for many patients to get a diagnosis. An astute physical therapist or ophthalmologist might pick it up, but PSP gets missed a lot."

The consensus document highlighted many features of PSP, including its epidemiology, pathophysiology (and relationship with other neurodegenerative disorders), characteristic symptomatology and natural history. Additionally, the document provides guidance to clinicians regarding diagnosis and management of this difficult condition. Contributors emphasized early diagnosis and treatment as factors that can improve the outlook for patients. While there is no definitive disease-modifying treatment for PSP, early management with speech therapy, physical therapy and occupational therapy can be beneficial.

"It extends patients' longevity and well-being to be on the right regimen of symptomatic and supportive therapies early on," Dale said.

OHSU established the only CurePSP Center of Care in Oregon or Washington in 2019. The center coordinates patient care through a multidisciplinary team.
Cutting-edge wearable sensors measure mobility during COVID-19 restrictions

The Balance Disorders Laboratory at OHSU is at the forefront of developing and implementing objective measures to quantify balance deficits in people with neurological disorders. Our team was among the first to demonstrate the feasibility of using wearable sensors to quantify gait and turning characteristics during daily life and in people’s natural environments. The impact of this work continues to expand. During COVID-19, our lab actively enrolled new participants to our studies and provided rehabilitation treatment opportunities despite most in-person research being either limited or prohibited. Here are a few examples of virtual outreach utilizing these mobile technology innovations developed by APDM:

- **Gait/mobility evaluations:** In their homes, patients with Parkinson’s disease wear inertial sensors on an elastic belt and inside special socks. They wear the sensors all day for a week to characterize normal mobility in daily life. Then the participants perform a short series of tasks while wearing the sensors during a secure video meeting with our providers.

- **Clinical virtual exam:** Certified assessors evaluate the severity of Parkinson motor symptoms from the MDS-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale exam performed over secure video. The lab is also actively working on predicting the clinical motor score with wearable inertial sensor data during a brief, prescribed task at home.

- **Virtual vestibular rehabilitation:** Physical therapists conduct the sessions while participants are wearing sensors for visual feedback about their head movements. While the patient does exercises in their home, the physical therapist can see the sensor data about the head movements in real time.

---

**Movement disorders**
Nerve center
Unique model of eight specialties streamlines treatment of complex nerve disorders

*Patients come from across the U.S. for the expertise and advanced therapies available for nerve disorders and injuries at the OHSU Nerve Center.*

“OHSU has created a multidisciplinary nerve center that may well be a unique model for other national institutions interested in the treatment of nerve disorders,” said Kim Burchiel, M.D., FACS, professor and immediate past chair of the department of neurological surgery at OHSU. “It offers a high level of expertise while facilitating collaboration on the management of these complex conditions.”

The OHSU Nerve Center streamlines care for patients, which can be critical for timely interventions and successful outcomes in nerve dysfunction. Patients come from across the U.S. for the expertise and advanced therapies available for all nerve disorders and injuries.

“OHSU has an unprecedented network that triages nerve problems into the appropriate provider team for diagnosis, medical management and, when necessary, surgical treatment,” Burchiel said.

“Nerve tumors can occur anywhere. As a result, the anatomy and surgical approach to these is often complex, and not something that most surgeons are eager to treat. The benefit of the OHSU Nerve Center is the combination of experience and team approach to these lesions.”

Kim Burchiel, M.D., FACS

Burchiel is joined by neurological surgery Assistant Professor Jos'Lyn Woodard and a team of providers in the fields of orthopaedics, otolaryngology, plastic and reconstructive surgery and trauma surgery, who are experts in the most advanced therapies and surgical techniques to treat nerve disorders. Additionally, the team includes pain experts and physical medicine specialists that help maximize outcomes.
The center’s surgical options include the following:

- **Nerve repair surgeries**: The team employs exacting techniques needed to treat nerves and the delicate structures in the hands, face and other parts. These include nerve repair surgery to reattach two damaged nerve ends and nerve graft surgery that stitches a nerve between two damaged ends to serve as a bridge while the injured nerve heals.

- **Facial reanimation surgery**: This surgery can restore symmetry and bring a smile back to the face of a patient with acute or prolonged facial paralysis from nerve damage, a stroke or congenital paralysis and who may have been told nothing could be done.

- **Nerve transfer surgery**: OHSU surgeons are the only providers in Oregon to offer this innovative procedure, in which one end of a normal but less important nearby nerve is used to bypass a damaged nerve to restore function to an affected muscle.

- **Nerve tumor surgery**: Patients may have an undiagnosed noticeable mass, pain or numbness and weakness; a history of nerve tumors/neurofibroma; or even a family history. Some may be diagnosed with a singular tumor — schwannomas, benign or cancerous.
The OHSU Nerve Center offers medical, surgical and palliative treatments for all peripheral nerve disorders and injuries, including:

- Acute onset of neuropathies with uncertain etiologies
- Brachial plexus injuries
- Congenital nerve disorders
- Facial nerve disorders (Bell’s palsy, blepharospasm, facial paralysis, facial synkinesis, hemifacial spasm, nerve disorders from head trauma)
- Hand surgery for quadriplegic patients
- Nerve entrapment (carpal tunnel, cubital tunnel)
- Nerve tumors (neurofibroma, schwannoma, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor)
- Other nerve conditions (amyloidosis, Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome, Parsonage Turner syndrome, spinal muscular atrophy)
- Painful neuromas
- Penetrating and blunt trauma nerve injuries
- Peripheral neuropathies
- Phantom limb pain
- Quadriplegic/tetraplegic hand disorders
- Spasticity in upper and lower extremities

OHSU neurologist Nizar Chahin, M.D., leads the neuromuscular program and has extensive experience diagnosing and treating patients with nerve disorders.

A tumor imaged by MRI and intraoperative ultrasound.
Research highlights
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Research highlights

Movement disorders

The OHSU Parkinson Center and Movement Disorders Program is committed to improving therapies for Parkinson’s disease and all the diseases in our field through compassionate care, research opportunities and collaborations.

Exploring connections between digestion and erratic motor function

Delaram Safarpour, M.D., M.S.C.E., showed an association between medication absorption and gastrointestinal transit times affecting levodopa efficacy in patients with Parkinson’s disease. She presented her findings at the International Movement Disorders Society in September and was also honored with a Top 10 Abstract award from the XXVI World Congress on Parkinson’s Disease and Related Disorders.

Safarpour compared 10 typical levodopa responders to 10 erratic responders. To track transit time, each participant took a SmartPill, a motility testing system that sends data to a wearable wireless device as it progresses through the whole gastrointestinal tract. A serum levodopa level was also measured every 30 minutes after taking the usual morning dose of levodopa.

The results showed a pattern of wide variation in transit time through the stomach and small intestine in both groups, which was more prominent among erratic responders.

“We were able to successfully measure transit time in all segments of the gastrointestinal tract in patients with Parkinson’s disease,” Safarpour said. “This study confirms the feasibility of a new technique that can be used in measuring gastrointestinal motility in Parkinson’s disease.”

Safarpour plans to work with the Balance Disorders Laboratory to continue the study using objective measurements to verify “on” and “off” fluctuations.

Treating motility disorders in the gastrointestinal tract is an important step in improving the response to levodopa. Fewer fluctuations and ‘off’ episodes will improve quality of life for persons with Parkinson’s disease.”

Delaram Safarpour, M.D., M.S.C.E.

An OHSU study showed the feasibility of using the SmartPill in patients with Parkinson’s disease. Future studies that take advantage of pro-motility medications will be able to rely on this technique. Photo credit: ©2021 Medtronic. All rights reserved. Used with the permission of Medtronic.
Increasing research possibilities with real-time brain data

Seeing Lewy body formation and resulting brain changes in real time opens new research pathways for exploring treatment strategies in Parkinson’s disease and dementia with Lewy bodies. In 2020, Vivek K. Unni, M.D., Ph.D., developed a new transgenic model for the preclinical evaluation of potential therapeutics in both diseases. He uses a unique approach involving in vivo cranial imaging. The new model expresses human A53T alpha-synuclein fused to the green GFP protein and allows for rigorous study of the neurodegeneration associated with alpha-synuclein aggregation.

This model is already a promising tool for basic and therapeutic research. Unni used the model to study the function of specific kinase inhibitors in 2021. He will also use this model to investigate the synergies between alpha-synuclein and beta-amyloid in neurodegeneration, with support from a recent grant from the National Institutes of Health.

For next steps, Unni and Randy L. Woltjer, M.D., Ph.D., director of the Oregon Brain Bank, will evaluate the real-time interaction of these neuropathologies in Parkinson’s disease, dementia with Lewy bodies and Alzheimer’s disease. Unni serves as the interim director of the Jungers Center for Neurosciences Research, a collaborative effort of the Department of Neurology and the Vollum Institute at OHSU.

“By creating this new model, we are accelerating our ability to test new drugs for Parkinson’s disease and dementia with Lewy bodies, hopefully hastening the day when we have our first treatment for these diseases that can stop them from progressively worsening.”

Vivek Unni, M.D., Ph.D.
Stroke

The OHSU Stroke Program, created in 1979, was the first in the Northwest certified as a comprehensive stroke center. OHSU’s telestroke program provides the most advanced lifesaving stroke response when time is critical, augmenting local care across Oregon and Southwest Washington.

Pivoting for the pandemic in stroke awareness

Hospitalizations for stroke declined 19.2% worldwide during the peak months of the pandemic in 2020 according to a study co-authored by Helmi Lutsep, M.D., FAAN, FAHA, a stroke specialist who also serves as interim chair of neurology. The retrospective study measured case volumes in the first three months of the pandemic in 187 comprehensive stroke centers across six continents.

“At OHSU, our volume declined 33% from the same three months a year earlier,” Lutsep said. “Stroke didn’t suddenly become less common in Oregon, but patients may have become more fearful of seeking medical attention in case they contracted SARS-CoV-2. We realized we needed to quickly pivot by raising public awareness about the consequences associated with lack of stroke treatment.”

A worldwide study indicates that fewer people are seeking medical attention for stroke. Helmi Lutsep, M.D., FAAN, FAHA, a co-author on the study from OHSU, emphasizes the need for broad public awareness of the signs of stroke.

Cerebral ischemia scan.
During the pandemic, OHSU created a verbal and visual mnemonic to support stroke awareness and the importance of prompt medical attention.

OHSU prioritized outreach efforts, quickly initiating a BE FAST campaign in English and Spanish that included a short song of the acronym of symptoms: balance, eyes, face, arms, speech, time. The song aired on radio stations as well as on www.ohsu.edu/befast. Also at the website, people can download a poster illustrating the signs of stroke and a guide to preventing stroke targeted to women.

"Encouraging patients to recognize the signs of stroke and to get emergency medical treatment is the best way to prevent permanent disability and death at any time, but that education is even more critical to preserve stroke care in a time of crisis," Lutsep said.

“An important goal of the outreach was to educate young people about stroke, as they may not recognize numbness in the hand or blurred vision as an emergency requiring immediate attention. Some asymptomatic young adults have strokes as their initial symptom of a COVID-19 infection.”

Severe COVID-19 infections produce more blood clots than other virus-related illnesses, raising the risk of ischemic stroke.

“COVID-19 can drive stroke cases up, which makes the percentage decline in case volumes even more stark,” Lutsep said.
Pituitary disorders

The OHSU Pituitary Center is a premier multidisciplinary program with high patient volume, fulfilling all criteria for a Pituitary Center of Excellence. The center’s clinical observations and research are innovating and changing standards of care in neuroendocrinology and pituitary tumors. OHSU Pituitary Center Director Maria Fleseriu, M.D., FACE, is a world-renowned expert in this field, serving as a global primary investigator in several international clinical trials and as lead author of guidelines and other published works influencing diagnosis and treatment of these rare disorders.

Establishing new international guidelines for Cushing’s disease

Published in The Lancet D&E in October, lead author Fleseriu presented the consensus opinion regarding recommendations for use of laboratory tests, imaging and treatment options as well as algorithms for both diagnosis and management of Cushing’s disease (also known as Cushing’s syndrome). The new guidelines also present key considerations for novel medical therapies.

“In the last decade, we have seen advances in novel screening and diagnostic modalities in addition to new treatments approved for use,” Fleseriu said. “Much of the data and strategies for disease-related and treatment-related complications of Cushing’s disease are new. We highlight the importance of treating complications in parallel with the cause of cortisol excess to improve patient outcomes and quality of life.”

Fleseriu co-chaired the consensus workshop of the Pituitary Society that established these unified guidelines for Cushing’s disease. OHSU endocrinologist Elena V. Varlamov, M.D., joined Fleseriu and more than 50 academic researchers and clinical experts from 13 countries and five continents in the work group meetings held in 2020.
Recommending extended intervals for imaging nonfunctioning pituitary microadenomas

Once thought to be rare, incidental pituitary tumors are being detected by advanced imaging more than ever before. As many as one in four people may have small pituitary adenomas without any symptoms. Most are benign but merit evaluation and monitoring. In the largest single-center study, consisting of 347 patients, Fleseriu, Varlamov and Ashley Han, a medical student at the OHSU School of Medicine, concluded that the follow-up timeline for MR imaging of nonfunctioning pituitary adenomas can be extended to up to three years as opposed to the annual one previously recommended.

Exceptions include patients with a lesion close to the optic chiasm, troubling mass effect symptoms or new pituitary deficiencies.

Extending the imaging timeline reduces the economic burden on patients and the medical system. This revised timeline could be especially impactful for young people, who can also be spared excess gadolinium contrast with frequent MR imaging over a lifetime.
Innovations in Neurosciences

Growth hormone deficiency is among Elena V. Varlamov, M.D.’s particular interests.

Leading treatment research in acromegaly

Fleseriu was global investigator and lead author on MPOWERED, a phase 3 multicenter international trial assessing the response in patients to oral octreotide capsules compared to monthly injectable somatostatin receptor ligands (SRLs), published in The Lancet D&E. Interestingly, while oral and injectable versions of treatment have similar biochemical efficacy, patients reported fewer symptoms with the oral option. Based on these results, physicians can present options considering patient preference.

Also as global primary investigator, Fleseriu and colleagues shared the results of the global ACROSTUDY of the real-world experience of the GH receptor antagonist pegvisomant (PEGV) in acromegaly patients. This large, noninterventional international study of patients followed over 14 years demonstrated a favorable benefit-to-risk profile (including improved quality of life) for using PEGV as a single treatment or in combination with SRLs or dopamine agonists, and highlighted the need for dose optimization.

Pituitary disorders and COVID-19

OHSU Pituitary Center has contributed extensively to the international literature guiding the safe management of patients with pituitary disease during the COVID-19 pandemic. Patients with pituitary diseases have experienced both direct and indirect effects from the pandemic. Several pituitary disease components (acute visual loss, tumor mass effects) or chronic conditions (adrenal insufficiency, hypopituitarism, Cushing’s disease or growth hormone excess/acromegaly) can have tremendous interplay with COVID-19, increasing morbidity and mortality. Major disruptions in services, postponement of elective surgeries and cessation of clinical trials have also played a role in changing the complex care for pituitary disease during the pandemic, creating a new normal.

Research highlights
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Traumatic brain injury

As one of only two Level 1 trauma centers in Oregon, OHSU is a critical regional resource for the advanced care of traumatic injuries. Special resources include a Neurosciences Intensive Care Unit with neurointensivists on duty 24/7 at OHSU and an advanced pediatric intensive care at OHSU Doernbecher Children’s Hospital.

People of color twice as likely to die after traumatic brain injury

In the first study to review racial and ethnic disparities in the field of neurosurgical trauma, OHSU researchers revealed that people of color are more than twice as likely to die after a traumatic brain injury as white people.

The retrospective study analyzed more than a decade of data related to the health outcomes and demographics of thousands of patients treated for traumatic head injuries at OHSU Hospital. Weighted for severity of injury, age and other factors, researchers calculated an in-hospital mortality hazard ratio of 2.21 for minority patients compared to white patients. Researchers noted that the increased risk was not a factor of bias in treatment but highlights underlying disparities in health that disproportionately affect people of color.

“If you ran the same analysis with patients with pneumonia, you might find the same results,” said senior author Ahmed M. Raslan, M.D., FAANS, associate professor of neurological surgery in the OHSU School of Medicine. “Our findings point to the problem in a more robust and clear way. The problem is rooted in social determinants of health, including factors such as diet, lifestyle, occupations and access to health care.”

The study is published in the journal Frontiers in Surgery.
Sleep a powerful therapy in healing mTBI

An OHSU-led study of military veterans puts sleep at the epicenter of recovery in mild traumatic brain injury.

"This study has huge implications for the armed forces as well as civilians," said lead author Juan Piantino, M.D., M.C.R., assistant professor of pediatrics (neurology) in the Papé Family Pediatric Research Institute – Neuroscience Division, OHSU School of Medicine and Doernbecher Children's Hospital. "The results suggest sleep may play an important role in clearing waste from the brain after traumatic brain injury — and if you don't sleep very well, you might not clean your brain as efficiently."

The researchers from OHSU and other collaborators used data collected from 56 veterans. Using an automated imaging segmentation tool developed at OHSU, researchers objectively quantified whole-brain perivascular spaces in number, volume, location and morphology.

Among veterans in the study, those who slept poorly had more evidence of these enlarged spaces and more post-concussive symptoms. Therefore, sleep disturbances represent a modifiable treatment target for potentially improving outcomes in patients with mTBI.

The study is published in the Journal of Neurotrauma.

**Technique measures brain's waste-clearance system through MRIs**

Developed at OHSU, a technique for auto-identification of perivascular spaces in white matter using clinical field strength T1 and FLAIR MR imaging measures enlarged perivascular spaces (ePVS) in the brain. Created under the direction of Lisa Silbert, M.D., M.C.R., director of the Neuroimaging Laboratory at the Layton Oregon Aging and Alzheimer's Disease Center, this tool provides positive predictive values and detailed assessments of ePVS burden in white matter on routinely acquired MRI sequences.

Piantino said the technique could be useful for older adults.

"Longer term, we can start thinking about using this method to predict who is going to be at higher risk for cognitive problems including dementia," he said.
Brain surgery education
Intruders
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Brain surgery education

At OHSU, we challenge conventions in education and pioneer new ways of teaching. In 2021, a study co-authored by 24 neurosurgeons across the country summarized 20 years of educational improvements resulting in cohesive nationwide standards. Several evolutionary jumps in neurosurgery training, including boot camps and crisis simulators, originated at OHSU.

“This is a report of two decades of work that has made neurosurgery training in America radically more effective and safer, and is turning out better neurosurgeons,” said lead author Nathan R. Selden, M.D., Ph.D., chair of neurological surgery. “By creating immersive environments to practice techniques under stress in conjunction with intensive faculty mentorship, we are making a whole generation of surgeons more capable and confident.”

Selden serves as secretary of the Society of Neurological Surgeons and chaired its collaboration with the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education to develop uniform national training milestones. Study co-author Kim J. Burchiel, M.D., professor and former chair of neurological surgery in the OHSU School of Medicine, led the creation of a new national “matrix” curriculum for neurosurgery that remains in use today. Burchiel is a past president of the SNS and its current historian.

“At OHSU, we are committed to creating new models for realistic, hands-on experiences,” Selden said. “We have been a leading center driving this nationwide effort since piloting the first boot camps in 2009. Those first camps have become models for resident training in other surgical disciplines. We have put shaping outcomes-based neurosurgical education at the forefront of our priorities for the purpose of improving patient care here in Oregon and elsewhere.”

Education is only one component of graduating successful neurosurgeons, however. In the report, Selden and colleagues also outlined progress in the field of neurosurgery in advancing racial and gender equity, anti-harassment and physician wellness.

The report is published in the Journal of Neurosurgery.
Faculty
Faculty

Department of Neurology

Helmi Lutsep, M.D., FAAN, FAHA
Professor and Interim Chair
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Julia Durrant, M.D.
Jonathan Elliott, Ph.D.
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Lia Ernst, M.D.
Melanie Fried-Oken, Ph.D.
Nora Gray, Ph.D.
Nathan Hantke, Ph.D.
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Ed Kim, M.D.
Laurie King, Ph.D.
Eran Klein, M.D.
Jeff Kraakevik, M.D.
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